
Axeom from Xios Technologies

Get more trades done with 
Axeom.

If you are keeping important information in manual notebooks or disposable 
spreadsheets then you are missing trade opportunities.  Axeom captures and 
archives all inquiry, both voice and electronic, and compares it to inventory, 
customer portfolios, and bond holder information to quickly identify trade 
opportunities.

 Teams that span geographies are literally 
on the same page

 Communication between Sales and 
Trading is optimized

 Ability to set alerts via pop ups, IM or 
email

 Integrates with internal data, external 
data and leading OMS vendors

 Automates common Bloomberg tasks
 Automatically pulls in electronic RFQs
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The Axeom Advantage

 Axeom connects disparate data sources to 
uncover hidden opportunities.

http://www.xiostech.com/axeom.html


Key Features

Coverage

Axeom works with the following fixed 
income instruments:
 Corporate Bonds
 Munis
 Bank Loans
 CMBS
 CDOs
 CLOs
 Convertibles

About Xios

Xios is a financial technology boutique that 
specializes in front office applications for 
capital markets clientele.  We have been in 
existence since 2001 and count a number 
of the world’s leading financial institutions 
among our clients.  

Xios is privately held and based in New 
York, with significant international 
experience.
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Inquiry & Position Screens

 Spreadsheet style design and features for 
ease of use

 Customizable by user
 Speed buttons for quick filtering and 

sorting
 Electronic inquiries fed in automatically

Bond Dashboard

 Consolidates all information about a 
particular issuer or cusip

 All inquiries are matched against the 
following sources: inquiry and trade 
history, bond holders, and client portfolios

 Ability to identify equivalent bonds

Automation of Bloomberg Messages

 The construction of a Bloomberg 
message is automated (no more cutting, 
pasting and formatting)

 This popular feature greatly aids the user 
adoption of the application 

http://www.xiostech.com/axeom.html

